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Magnetothermopower study of the quasi-two-dimensional organic conductor
a-„BEDT-TTF …2KHg „SCN…4
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We have used a low-frequency magneto-thermopower~MTEP! method to probe the high-magnetic-field
ground-state behavior ofa-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 along all three principal crystallographic axes at low
temperatures. The thermopower tensor coefficients (Sxx ,Syx , andSzz) have been measured to 30 T, beyond the
anomalous low-temperature, field-induced transition at 22.5 T. We find a significant anisotropy in the MTEP
signal, and also observe large quantum oscillations associated with Landau quantization. The anisotropy indi-
cates that the ground-state properties are clearly driven by mechanisms that occur along specific directions for
the in-plane electronic structure. Both transverse and longitudinal magnetothermopower show asymptotic
behaviors in the field, which can be explained in terms of magnetic breakdown of compensated closed orbits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ground state of the quasi-two-dimensional orga
conductora-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 has emerged as a
important problem in the area of the physics of synthe
metals in high magnetic fields. This is due to the high
unusual magnetic-field-dependent behavior of the lo
temperature ground state which appears below a trans
temperatureTp58 K. Band-structure calculations1 indicate
a two-dimensional Fermi surface, consisting of a quasi-o
dimensional electron section and a closed hole pocket
shown in Fig. 1~a!. Density wave formation is believed t
occur belowTp due to an instability in the open Fermi su
face sheets at low temperatures, which results in a Fe
surface reconstruction with the periodicity of the dens
wave nesting vector.2 This in turn leads to the unusual be
havior of this compound at low temperatures and high m
netic fields.3,4 The assignment of the ground state as a sp
density wave or a charge density wave~CDW! remains
controversial.5 Above 22.5 T, an anomaly~called the ‘‘kink
field’’ or Bk after its discovery by Osadaet al.6! appears in
the magnetoresistance, and a high-field electronic s
emerges. Studies in tilted magnetic fields7,8 in the vicinity of
Bk have indicated CDW behavior. This is, however, based
a comparison with theoretical work for a one-dimensio
metal, where both spin and orbital mechanisms compe9

Recently the observation of critical state behavior in
magnetization10 and susceptibility11 aboveBk has been re-
ported, which indicates an unusual, highly conductive s
which is associated with the Landau-level filling fractio
Additional thermodynamic evidence of an unusual, hys
etic behavior aboveBk , which is related to the Landau-leve
filling, has also been reported in high-field magnetocalo
measurements.12

The purpose of the present work is to probe this grou
state by thermoelectric power~TEP!, which involves measur-
0163-1829/2002/65~20!/205119~11!/$20.00 65 2051
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ing the potential difference across a sample in the prese
of a thermal gradient, as shown in Fig. 1~c!. In general, the
TEP ~or more simply, the thermopowerS! can be expressed
by the Mott formula13

S5
p2kB

2T

3e

d lns~e!

de
U

e5eF

, ~1!

wheres(e) is the energy-dependent electrical conductivi
In addition toS, we have also measured the Nernst effect
specific sample configurations. This involves the transve
thermopower which is given in the simple approximation
Sxy5QB( l /d), whereQ is the Nernst coefficient,B is the
magnetic field, andl /d is the ratio of the distance betwee
the Nernst leads and the sample thickness. We note
ideally, for closed orbits,Sxy is not sensitive to electron/hol
compensation effects, and that it increases linearly with m
netic field.~See discussion below.!

Clearly the thermopower and Nernst signals can be
complex mixture of phenomena which can be difficult
interpret, unless specific aspects of the system under con
eration dominate and/or change dramatically.14 Examples in-
clude the case of a conventional metal (S'kB

2T/eeF), a su-
perconductor (S50), and the quantum Hall effect (S'0 or a
finite value depending on the Landau-level filling!. As we
will show in the present case, the thermopower
a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 is particularly sensitive to the
Landau-level spectrum, to the gap in the electronic struct
and to the in-plane electronic anisotropy.

In light of the discussion above, here we state the m
findings of the present work before the full presentatio
First, where comparisons can be made with previous stud
~most of which were done at low or zero magnetic fields!, we
find that our results agree in the details of the sensitivity
the thermopower to the anisotropic Fermi surface topolo
and with the absolute values of the thermopower signals
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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viously reported. In addition, we extend these measurem
below Tp , where the thermopower reveals details of t
transition into the density-wave state.Second, we observe, in
the oscillatory magneto-thermopower~METP!, quantum os-
cillations associated with the main closed Fermi surface o
frequency, and also oscillations associated with the Fer
surface reconstruction and anomalous second harmonic
nals which result from the density-wave ground state.
believe that this is the first detailed study of quantum os
lations in a quasi-two dimensional organic conductor by th
mopower methods.Third, the background~nonoscillatory!
METP is sensitive to changes in the density-wave grou
state with magnetic field. This includes the signatures
three changes in the Fermi surface topology, one near 3.7
a second above 10 T, and a third above 22.5 T. The first
are associated with magnetic breakdown effects, and the
ter is the first-order phase transition to the high-field sta
The temperature-magnetic field phase diagram, based o
METP results, is presented.Finally, in the high-field state,
we describe the phase relationship between the Nernst s
and the METP signal, which is consistent with theoreti
predictions.

II. BACKGROUND

The magnetic-field dependence of the thermopower
metals was previously treated theoretically. In the limit
vct@1 ~wherevc is the cyclotron frequency andt is the
scattering time!, asymptotic magnetotranport properti
~electrical conductivity,15 thermal conductivity16 and
thermopower17! are highly dependent on the Fermi-surfa
topology and carrier compensation, while they depe
weakly on the scattering time and the energy dispersion
lations. It was therefore compelling to consider the case
the magnetothermopower ina-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4,
since changes in the Fermi-surface topology with increas
magnetic field should be apparent. To our knowledge,

FIG. 1. Fermi surface ofa-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 ~a! prior
to and ~b! after reconstruction.q denotes the nesting vector.~c!
Lead wire configuration for magnetothermopower and Nernst ef
measurements.
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thermopower measurements were previously carried ou
thea-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 material in very high mag-
netic fields.

Due to the complex nature of thermopower signals in
isotropic materials, it is useful to briefly consider previo
studies in organic materials, including those at high magn
fields where field-induced phase transitions occur. For c
sistency in the anisotropic thermopower parameters repo
below, we use the following notation: the measured valu
can be written asSi j

a , wherei , j 5x,y or z, signifying that the
heat current is applied along a geometrical directionj and the
thermal emf is measured along a directioni, anda is one of
the crystallographic axes along which the heat current is
plied. For zero magnetic field,Si j

a can be written in the re-
duced form such asSxx

a , or simplySa.
Mori et al.18 performed the first in-plane measuremen

on a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4, where the temperature de
pendence ofSa andSc were found to be consistent with th
topology of the holelike and the electronlike Fermi surfac
~see Fig. 1!. Here, in general, the thermopower is positi
when the thermal gradient is parallel to the open Fermi s
face sheets~where holes from the cylindrical Fermi surfac
dominate the signal!, and negative when the thermal gradie
is perpendicular to the open sheets~where the electrons from
the open sheets are the main contribution!. Our results,
shown in Fig. 2~and to be discussed below!, are in reason-
able agreement with these measurements. This assignme
supported by a simulation of the thermopower, based
Boltzmann transport theory, with the bandwidth paramet
as input.18,19

Another experiment involving in-plane thermopower h
been performed on the 11.6-K organic superconductor20 k
2(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Br ~also see Gartneret al.21

and Buravovet al.22!. This system also has open and clos
Fermi surfaces, and again, the sign of the thermopower in
normal state aboveTc follows a general rule that it is posi
tive when the thermal gradient is parallel to the electr
sheets, and negative when perpendicular. BelowTc , the ther-

ct

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the zero-field thermopo
of a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 when the temperature gradient
applied along thea axis (Sa,*), the c axis (Sc,s), and theb axis
(Sb,n). The inset shows the low-temperature behavior near
transition temperatureTp .
9-2
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mopower vanished, as expected for a superconductor in
magnetic field. In the Br-Cl alloy systems, i.e.,k
2(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2# Cl12xBrx , the thermopower
takes on a more complex character.23–25 In the nonsupercon
ductingk2(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Cl material, the ther-
mopower shows a 1/T dependence below the metal-insulat
transition temperature, followed by a sharp decrease, an
nally, a temperature-independent~zero! thermopower. This
behavior was attributed to a weak ferromagnetic transit
due to the complex electronic structure~i.e., the coexistence
of 1D and 2D Fermi surfaces! of the compound.

There have been several studies of quasi-one dimens
~1D! systems based on the TCNQ charge transfer salts26,27

and also the perylene based compounds.28 Here, depending
on the species of cations and the temperature range, the
mopower shows a linear temperature dependence, a 1/T be-
havior, or temperature independence. The different temp
ture dependences are described as follows. The lin
decrease of thermopower has been treated with a sim
single carrier in a 1D tight-binding band model, where t
temperature behavior followed a linearT dependence:S
52p2kB

2T/3eWcos(p/2r)/sin2(p/2r). Here W is the band-
width and r is the number of carriers per site. Below th
metal-to-insulator transition, the low-temperature behav
follows the 1/T form S52(kB /e)@(c21)/(c11)Eg/2kBT
13/4 ln(me/mh)# whereEg is the gap andc is the ratio of
the electron to hole mobilities. Finally, the temperature in
pendent thermopower, typically with a magnitude of;
660 mV/K, has been attributed to the spin configurati
entropy @6kB /e (ln 2)# in the strong Coulomb potentia
limit ( U@t) in a quarter-filled band.

In the presence of an applied magnetic field, the tra
verse thermopower~the Nernst effect! may be measured in
addition to the normal longitudinal thermopower~the See-
beck effect!. Logvenov et al.29 investigated the supercon
ducting states of twok2(BEDT-TTF)2X materials „X
5Cu(NCS)2 , Cu@N(CN)2#Br… up to 3 T. The results were
interpreted in terms of flux motion and the Magnus force~in
the case of the Nernst effect!. The authors found conside
able anisotropy, which was attributed to the difference in
electron and hole Fermi surface sections.

The quasi-one-dimensional Bechgaard salts, which
hibit a spin-density-wave~SDW! formation, have been in
vestigated by TEP and MTEP in some detail. The SDW tr
sition in (TMTSF)2AsF6 at ambient pressure (TSDW
512 K) has been investigated30 up to 11.3 T. Hysteretic
temperature effects in the thermopower were observed
function of field direction belowTSDW, and the authors
speculated about pinning, structural changes, and subph
associated with the SDW ground state to describe the d
For systems with magnetic-field-induced spin-density-wa
~FISDW! states, two thermopower studies to 30 T have do
on the quasi-one-dimensional organic conductor se
(TMTSF)2ClO4 ~Ref. 31! and (TMTSF)2PF6 under
pressure.32 In these materials a FISDW transition occu
from a quasi-1D metallic state to a sequence of SDW sta
Both the MTEP and Nernst signals, which bear some rela
to the corresponding transport measurements~i.e., longitudi-
nal resistivityrxx and the Hall effectrxy , respectively!, are
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sensitive to these transitions. As the final FISDW subphas
entered at constant field with lower temperatures, the th
mopower first rises with an activated~gaplike! behavior, fol-
lowed by a decrease at lower temperatures deeper in
SDW phase. The behavior is interpreted in terms of coll
tive modes within the SDW phases. Notably, quantum os
lations~the so-called ‘‘rapid oscillations’’ which are periodi
in inverse field! are observed in the thermopower for bo
materials. These experiments show the usefulness of t
mopower measurements to probe ground states that ar
duced at high magnetic fields.

In this paper, we report thermopower measurement res
carried out under high magnetic field and at low tempe
tures ina-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 . The heat current was
applied along all three crystallographic axes, and the lon
tudinal ~Seebeck coefficient! and transverse~Nernst effect!
thermopowers were measured.

III. EXPERIMENT

a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 single-crystal samples wer
synthesized by conventional electrochemical crystallizat
techniques. The orientation of crystallographic axes were
termined from polarized IR reflection measurements at ro
temperature. Three different samples from a single ba
were used for each three different experimental conditi
~heat current parallel to thea axis, thec axis, or theb axis!.
The magnetic field was always applied along the least c
ducting axis (b axis!. When the heat current was applied
the most conducting plane (ac plane!, the off-diagonal term
of the thermopower tensor (Syx) was measured simulta
neously. The polarity of the magnetic field was switched
the measurement ofSyx to remove spurious components du
to the misalignment of the voltage leads.~The alignment of
voltage leads forSxx measurements was also checked in t
manner.! Thermopower measurements were carried out
applying sinusoidal heat currents along a specific crysta
graphic axis of the single crystal, and measuring the ther
emf in the same direction, and at 90° forSyx @see Fig. 1~c!#.
The sample was mounted between two quartz blocks, wh
were heated by sinusoidal heating currents~with an oscilla-
tion frequencyf 0566 mHz) with ap/2 phase difference
The corresponding temperature gradient (DT) and the ther-
mal emf with 2f 0 oscillation frequency were measured. Th
magnetothermopower of Au lead wires wasin situ calibrated
by YBa2Cu3O71d superconductor.¹T, which was found to
be nearly field independent, was set prior to each magn
field sweep. The procedures of the magnetothermopo
measurement method used in this work are deta
elsewhere.33

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Zero-field thermopower

The temperature dependence of the zero-field th
mopower for a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4, along each of
the principal axes, is shown in Fig. 2, where the inset sho
the low-temperature region nearTp58 K. The in-plane re-
sults are in general agreement with previous measurem
9-3
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by Mori et al.,18 and also similar to another member of th
compounda2(BEDT-TTF)2TlHg(SCN)4 reported by Ye-
fanov et al.34

The negative~positive! sign of thermopower along th
a(c) axis indicates that the Fermi surface is electron l
~hole like! along thea(c) axis, which corresponds to th
Fermi surface as shown in Fig. 1: here, for a thermal grad
along thec-axis direction, the hole pockets should contri
ute, whereas for thea-axis direction the electron like ope
sheets should contribute as well. We note however, that
temperature dependence of the thermopower shown in F
is nonmonotonic. There is a minimum inSc and Sa in the
range of temperature between 120 and 150 K.

The interplane thermopower (Sb), perpendicular to
the conducting planes, shows a monotonic~nearly
linear! decrease down to 35 K, where it changes sign.
comparison, the interplane thermopower f
a-(BEDT-TTF)2TlHg(XCN)4 (X5S or Se! also has been
reported,34,35 whereSb also shows a linear temperature d
pendence, but the overall magnitude is substantially less,
there is no low temperature feature observable. The origi
the differences inSb between the K and Tl~S or Se! salts is
uncertain without further study. We note that the linearT
dependence for inter plane thermopower is commonly
served for both organic conductors and high-Tc
superconductors,36 which is distinctly different in form from
that of the in-plane thermopower.

When the heat current is applied perpendicular to
most conducting planes, the 2D band model will not be
propriate without considering the energy dispersion betw
conducting planes. Furthermore, a straightforward appl
tion of theS'T/W relationship produces unrealistic valu
of the b-axis bandwidth of order 250 meV from our resu
~and 50 meV from the data of Yefanovet al.34!, which is
known from fermiology studies to be at least 100 times~or
20 times! smaller. For YBa2Cu3O71d superconductors, a
phonon-assisted hopping mechanism was suggested to
plain the linear T-dependent interplane thermopower.
present, however, there is no satisfactory treatment of ei
the magnetoresistance or the thermopower for the inter-p
transport behavior.

The deviation from the linearT dependence for the in
plane thermopower in the intermediate-temperature ra
has been treated18,19 by Mori et al., as mentioned in Sec. I
above. Fork2(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Br ~Ref. 20! and
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 ~Ref. 19! salts, the same metho
~solving the Boltzmann equation on the Fermi surface! pro-
duces thermopower curves that reasonably describe the
perimental results. For thea-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4
salts, the computed thermopower is satisfactory forSc over
the entire temperature range~their Sc data increase mono
tonically!. However, forSa, the broad minimum feature can
not be accounted for by the model.

It was suggested by Merino and McKenzie that the pe
in the temperature dependence of thermopower can be
plained by the destruction of the Fermi liquid quasiparticl
resulting in a ‘‘bad’’ metal.37 In this model, a smooth cross
over from coherent Fermi-liquid excitations at low tempe
ture to incoherent excitations at high temperature leads
20511
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nonmonotonic temperature dependence in transport pro
ties. The crossover temperature depends on relative ma
tudes of the transfer integrals and the Coulomb interactionU.
From our measurements, we assume that the crossover
perature is around 150 K, whereSa shows a broad minimum
A hump structure in the temperature dependence of resis
ity also appears around 150 K for KHg~Ref. 38! and TlHg
~Ref. 39! salts. Within this model, Eq.~1! will be applicable
only below this temperature, and the high-temperature
havior should be treated more carefully.

The peak inSc at low temperature can be explained b
either model as long as the temperature range is well be
the crossover temperature. This peak behavior was also
served in most thermopower measurements
a-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 salts, though there is a distri
bution of magnitudes and peak temperatures among
samples. The peak in thermopower may arise from
energy-dependent scattering term of Eq.~1!, or from the pho-
non drag effect. The thermopower associated with pho
drag results from the electron-phonon coupling. The te
perature dependence changes from aT3 to a T21 behavior14

with increasing temperature. In particular, peak structure
low temperature~typically betweenuD/10 anduD/5, where
uD is the Debye temperature! are usually attributed to the
phonon drag effect, whose temperature dependence in n
metals is quite similar to that ofSc. Thermopower measure
ments on the other members of this compou
@a-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4, where M5Tl, Rb, NH4#
also showed peak structures at lower temperatures~15–20
K!, which were attributed to the phonon drag effect.40 Of
note is the superconductivity of the NH4 salt, where there is
an enhancement of density of states and effective m
(m* '2.1m0) for @k-(BEDT-TTF)2NH4Hg(SCN)4 over
that of nonsuperconductinga-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4
(m* '1.5m0)#, as pointed out by Moriet al.18 However, the
origin of enhancement ofm* , which may be due to electron
electron interaction and/or electron-phonon interaction, is
yet clear.

The temperature dependence of the thermopower in
vicinity of the density wave transition has been reported
the k-(BEDT-TTF)2TlHg(SCN)4 salt.34,39 It was observed
that the thermopower dropped rapidly to zero below
density-wave transition temperatureTp . The authors attrib-
uted this behavior to the collective motion of a sliding SD
belowTp . In our measurements, however, a jump rather th
a drop of thermopower is observed aroundTp , as shown
in the inset of Fig. 2. The difference may be due to the f
that the density wave is more highly pinned in our sampl
Without the sliding of density waves, the effect of openi
of a gap for the open sheets would dominate the trans
properties.

In electrical transport measurements, the rise in resista
nearTp may be attributed to the vanishing of conductivi
contributed by carriers from the open-Fermi surface she
(s1D), in parallel with the remaining finite conductivity o
closed hole pockets (s2D).41 In addition, for thermopower
measurements, metallic carriers give a linearT dependence,
while activation over a band gap gives a 1/T dependence.
Therefore, for one type of carrier~from either open sheets o
9-4
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MAGNETOTHERMOPOWER STUDY OF THE QUASI-TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205119
closed pockets exclusively!, the Sa will diverge belowTp .
Experimentally, there is always the possibility of random d
fusion of heat along the sample due to a misalignment
tween the heat current and the crystal axes, and, also
total thermopower may involve a mixing of contribution
from several bands~especially belowTp where the Fermi
surface is reconstructed!. Nevertheless, we believe tha
dominant behavior of thermopower in the present case
flects the influence of the heat currents with respect to
topology and orientation of the specific orbits.

When two types of carriers are involved, the total th
mopower can be written as13

Stot5
s1DS1D1s2DS2D

s1D1s2D
. ~2!

AboveTp , carriers from both Fermi surfaces have a meta
conductivity and thermopower; hence the total thermopo
shows a linear temperature dependence. However, belowTp ,
a band gap opens for the 1D band,s1D , goes to zero expo
nentially as the temperature decreases, andS1D diverges as
1/T. However, below this temperature, a modified closed
bit band remains, which still gives a metallic thermopow
contribution. Consequently, just below the transition te
perature, there will be a jump in the thermopowerDS from
the divergence ofS1D , but this contribution quickly disap
pears ass1D goes to zero.

It is interesting to compare the temperature dependenc
resistivity and thermopower of the quasi-1D Bechgaard s
with the KHg salt, since, for the Bechgaard salts, the en
Fermi surface is involved in the spin-density-wave form
tion. Since there is only one band to nest, both the resisti
and the thermopower in the Bechgaard salts show an
vated behavior below the transition temperature. In addit
in the vicinity of the SDW transition, an anomalous featu
arises in the thermopower.30,42,43The anomaly is consisten
with a theoretical treatment of the thermopower at the SD
transition. Here a strong singularity is predicted in the te
perature derivative of the thermopower at the anitiferrom
netic ordering temperature.44 In our data, we do not observ
any singularity atTp , nor do we see activated behavior
lower temperatures. Since ina-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4
not all the Fermi surface is nested, we would not exp
activated behavior belowTp . Likewise, we would not expec
a strong singularity atTp , particularly if the transition is not
to a conventional SDW state.

We may further compare the magnitude of jump of t
thermopower (DS) with that of the electronic heat capaci
(DCel). Since the thermopower measures the heat carrie
a carrier, divided by the carrier charge and temperature,DS
is equal toDCel /e. Adding both contributions fromSa and
Sc, DS is about 1 mV/K, which corresponds to 1/6.24
310224 J/K carrier. Reports forDCel are in the range 0.1
J/mol K ~Ref. 45! to 0.25 J/mol K,46 both of which are in fair
agreement withDS computed from our data. A correspon
ing change inSb at Tp is unclear, if it exists at all~in Fig. 2!.
This indicates that the phase transition aroundTp58 K oc-
curs predominantly within the in-plane electronic structur
20511
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B. Magnetothermopower

In Fig. 3, we present the magnetic-field dependence of
TEP ~i.e., MTEP! for all three crystallographic directions a
different, fixed temperatures. To show the field depende
more clearly, some traces are offset from zero as indicate
the dashed lines. The MTEP signal contains two com
nents, the background MTEP which is sensitive to the Fe
surface topology, and the oscillatory MTEP which is a ma
festation of the Landau quantization of the closed orbit Fe
surface. To separate the two signals, in Fig. 4 we show
background MTEP data, where the oscillatory MTEP h
been removed by filtering out the total MTEP signal. Final
the Nernst effect at different temperatures is shown in Fig
In all cases the magnetic field is applied along theb axis,
perpendicular to thea2c conducting plane.

A similarity between the magnetic-field dependence of
thermopower and the resistance can be expected from
Boltzmann transport equations. Indeed, we find that the g
eral field dependence of the MTEP is similar in some
spects to that of the magnetoresistance.4 ~1! Below Tp , the
in-plane MTEP shows a broad peak atB(5BA);10 T. ~2!
Above the ‘‘kink field’’ Bk at 22.5 T, the field dependence
weak. ~3! Quantum oscillations are observed in the MTE
signal associated with the de Haas–van Alphen~dHvA! and
Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! effects@i.e., from Eq.~7! below,
both thermodynamic and transport properties are involve
the thermopower#. The oscillation amplitudes are largest fo
Sxx

c , and the oscillations are also observed inSzz
b . ~4! The

MTEP also shows hysteresis for up and down field swee
Beyond the general comparison between resistivity a
MTEP, unique field-dependent features are observed in
MTEP and Nernst signals:

~1! For Sxx
a and Sxx

c , the MTEP exhibits a minimum a
B5Bmin after which it rapidly increases up to maximum
B5BA . Bmin is also temperature dependent, and decrea
with increasing temperature.

~2! For thea-axis behavior, the Nernst signalSyx
a shows a

similar field dependence to the MTEP signalSxx
a in general,

but Syx
a is asymptotic to zero aboveBk for all temperatures

measured. In contrast,Sxx
a is asymptotic to non-zero, tem

perature dependent values aboveBk .
~3! For thec-axis behavior,Syx

c shows a linear field de-
pendence at higher field, which is distinct from the oth
thermopower coefficients.

~4! For theb axis, Szz
b exhibits some aspects ofSxx

a and
Sxx

c mentioned above, which may involve some mixing of t
in-plane components.

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of magn
thermopower for a fixed magnetic field. As the magne
field is increased, the transition temperatureTp , represented
as a jump or shoulder in the data, shifts to lower temperat
~For Szz

b and Sxx
c at B527 T, however,Tp could not be

resolved.! The temperature-field phase diagram, based ex
sively on the field and temperature-dependent thermopo
data @Bmin ,BA ,Bk , and Tp(B)#, is shown in Fig. 7. The
phase diagram is very similar~with the exception of the new
Bmin line! to previous determinations by transport,47–50

NMR,51,52 magnetization,10,53 and specific heat.54
9-5
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FIG. 3. Magnetothermopowe
of ~a! Sa, ~b! Sc, and ~c! Sb for
field sweeps ~decreasing!. Field
sweep data for both directions ar
shown forT;1.5 K. The arrows
indicate characteristic fields as de
fined in the text. Shifted zeros fo
some data sets are indicated b
dashed lines. For unshifted dat
see Fig. 4.
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1. Theoretical aspects of high field thermopower measuremen

To interpret the origin of the field dependence of t
MTEP, it is useful to examine the magnetic-field depende
of the thermopower for an anisotropic system. When
thermopower is measured in a magnetic field, the tenso
ements of thermopower should be considered, since both
temperature gradient and the magnetic field are vectorial.
our experimental conditions~zero electric current and zer
transverse heat current!, the kinetic equations for ther
mopower and heat currents can be written as

Ei5a i j ¹Tj , ~Jq! i52Ki j ¹Tj , ~3!

whereE is the electric field produced by the thermal emf,a
is the thermopower tensor under a magnetic field,Jq is the
heat current, andK is the thermal conductivity tensor. W
have two different experimental situations.

~a! H parallel to thez axis, parallel toJq, and parallel to
¹Tz (Szz

b in this paper!. In this case, no Lorentz force i
applied so that¹Tx5¹Ty50, and the above equations ha
simple scalar forms
20511
e
e
l-
he
or

Ez5azz¹Tz , ~Jq!z52Kzz¹Tz . ~4!

The measured valueSzz
b is obtained fromEz /¹Tz .

~b! H parallel to thez axis and perpendicular toJq (Sxx
a ,

Syx
a , Sxx

c andSyx
c in this paper!. In this case,¹T is not par-

allel to Jq , and has a nonzeroy component given by¹Ty
52¹TxKyx /Kyy . If we rewrite Eq.~3! for this case,

S Ex

Ey
D 5S axx axy

ayx ayy
D S ¹Tx

2¹TxKyx /Kyy
D . ~5!

In terms of measured values, Eq.~5! can be expressed a

Sxx5
Ex

¹Tx
5axx2axy

Kyx

Kyy
,

Syx5
Ey

¹Tx
5ayx2ayy

Kyx

Kyy
. ~6!

The asymptotic behavior of thermoelectric tensora i j ~Ref.
17! and thermal conductivity tensorKi j ~Ref. 16! were cal-
9-6
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FIG. 4. Background magnetothermopower ofSa and Sb

obtained from Fig. 3 by filtering out the quantum oscillatio
component.

FIG. 5. Nernst effect ofa-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 when the
heat current is applied along thea axis (Syx

a ) and thec axis (Syx
c ).
20511
culated at low temperature and high magnetic field. Th
show different behaviors for the three different cases, i.e.,~a!
closed and compensated orbits,~b! closed and uncompen
sated orbits, and~c! open orbits along thex direction. For
each case, the asymptotic behaviors ofSi j can be calculated

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of magnetothermopowe
a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4, measured under a fixed magnet
field. Arrows indicate the transition temperatureTp . Due to com-
plications associated with the changes in the quantum oscilla
amplitudes, the 30-T background data from Fig. 4 has been use
Sa andSb.

FIG. 7. T-B Phase diagrams ofa-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4
drawn from Sxx

a and Sxx
c . Tp is obtained from the temperatur

sweep andBmin , BA , and Bk are obtained from the field sweep
Open symbols are fromSxx

a , and solid symbols fromSxx
c .
9-7
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and the results are summarized in Table I. The satura
values are temperature dependent for each case, and
should be determined by considering the scattering and
dispersion relations.

2. Comparison of theoretical and experimental MTEP results

We now compare the thermopower data with the theo
ical field dependence described above. We focus our at
tion on the behavior of theSc signal shown in Figs. 3 and 4
since it is significantly larger than the other signals, and i
predominantly holelike~i.e., positive, and closed hole pock
sensitive!. As a guide we may use the detailed work by U
et al.55 on the fermiology study of the quantum oscillation
due to closed orbits in the magnetic breakdown netwo
which were proposed to describe the Fermi-surface topol
for T,Tp ~also see the discussion of reconstructed Fe
surface by Harrisonet al.56 below!. In this model, it is as-
sumed that only small closed orbit pockets exist in the
constructed Fermi surface belowTp near a zero magneti
field. As the magnetic field is increased, larger and lar
Fermi surface sections become involved in the SdH osc
tions as magnetic breakdown becomes more probable. T
effects appear experimentally in the SdH measurements
Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. 55, the onset of the SdH oscillatio
associated with the various magnetic breakdown orbitsa,
f, etc.! occurs above 3.5 T. At higher fields, above 7 T, theb
orbit associated with the Brillouin zone appears. Fina
above the kink field, the original Fermi surface topology~as
in Fig. 1! re-emerges.

In light of the above, our first point of comparison is th
behavior ofBmin . ForSc, and indeed in all MTEP directions
there is a distinct change in the signal aboveBmin from a
relatively flat response to a pronounced increase in sl
~approximately linear! with field. This behavior is entirely
consistent with the theoretical model above for a set
closed, compensated orbits.

At higher fields, aboveBA , the compensated closed orb
behavior ofSc changes dramatically, and this indicates th
the magnetic breakdown network of closed orbits is und
going a modification with increasing field. By compariso
with the theory above, we may speculate that this is the o
of uncompensated closed orbit behavior, which exhibits l
~eventually no! field dependence.

TABLE I. High-field power-law behavior (Hg where g51,0,
and -1! of the magnetothermopower for different types of orbits

Closed Closed Open along the
compensated uncompensated x direction

Kyx /Kyy H0 H1 H21

axx ,ayy H1 H0 H0

axy H1 H21 H1

ayx H1 H21 H21

azz H0 H0 H21

Sxx H1 H0 H0

Syx H1 H1 H21

Szz H0 H0 H0
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Finally, above the kink field, the original, uncompensat
closed orbit FS is realized, and the field dependence dis
pears, as is evident from theSc data. AboveBk , we may
compare the temperature dependence ofSc with those at zero
field aboveTp ~see Fig. 6!. Except for the field-dependen
offsets, the thermopower aboveTp(B) for the three direc-
tions is similar, save for the case ofSb which is anomalous,
even in the absence of field.

Beyond this simple comparison of the most domina
MTEP signal with previous SdH studies and theoretical
pectations, the assignment the mechanisms responsible
the magnetic field dependence ofSa andSb are more specu-
lative. This is due to the apparent mixing of terms in t
experimental data, and to sort them out is beyond the sc
of the present work. However, the Nernst data show sign
cant differences for thea andc axes (Syx

a andSyx
c ). This is

most apparent aboveBk , where the original Fermi surface i
expected to be recovered. HereSyx

a is seen to be asymptoti
to zero~i.e., H21 dependence!, while Syx

c clearly assumes a
linear ~i.e., H1) dependence.

Of note is the Fermi-surface reconstruction proposed
Harrisonet al., who fitted the tight-binding band paramete
using the SdH, dHvA, and angle-dependent magnetore
tance oscillation data.56 The resulting Fermi surface is differ
ent from that derived from SdH data by Ujiet al.,55 but the
general features of the MTEP are consistent with eit
model. However, one difference between two models is
existence of open sheets on the Fermi surface after re

FIG. 8. FFT spectrum forSxx
c andSyx

c at T50.7 and 1.5 K for
8.6 T <B<12 T and 8.6 T<B<27 T. The fundamental fre-
quency of the closed hole orbit (a orbit! and its higher harmonics
are clearly shown. The peak at 180 T is thef orbit, as discussed in
Ref. 55.
9-8
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struction. According to Harrisonet al., the nesting of the
original open sheets is imperfect, which results in a new
of quasi-1D sheets with different orientations. If we compa
our experimental results~vanishingSyx

a and increasingSyx
c )

with the asymptotic behavior ofSyx in Table I, the existence
of open sheets seems to be more likely.

3. MTEP and Landau quantization

Equation~1! can be rewritten in the alternative form13

S5
p2kB

2

3e
TS d ln n~e!

de
1

d ln v2~e!

de
1

d ln t~e!

de D U
e5eF

,

~7!

wheren(e) is the density of the states,v(e) is an average
charge velocity, andt(e) is the carrier scattering relaxatio
time. From this equation, it is clear that for a quasi-two
mensional Fermi surface, the magnetic- field dependenc
the Landau-level spectrum57 will produce quantum oscilla-
tions in the thermopower, which will originate from bot
thermodynamic and electron transport factors. The latter
treated by Zil’berman58 and Longet al.,59 where scattering
between states of the Landau-level closest to the Fermi
face and states of other occupied were considered. In
results we find a clear indication of the Landau-level sp
trum in the MTEP and Nernst data, the periodicity of whi
is in good agreement with previous SdH and dH
measurements.60 In particular, the oscillation frequency ob
tained from the fast Fourier transform~FFT! analysis ofSxx

c

and Syx
c at 0.7 K ~see Fig. 8! is about 667 T, which agree

with results obtained from other measurements.55 This com-
parison also includes the observation of higher harmonic
the fundamentala orbit, and even thef orbit ~180 T! which
is expected to be a manifestation of the magnetic breakd
topology belowBk . ~See, for instance Ujiet al.55! There is
another explanation for the origin of the 180-T oscillation
terms of a quantum interference effect.56 This is based on the
observation that the 180-T frequency is only observed
resistivity ~SdH!, and not in magnetization~dHvA!. In the
present case, for MTEP measurements, we cannot rule
such possibilities since thermopower probes both trans
and thermodynamic properties.

An important feature of our results, most evident abo
Bk , is a phase difference between the METP and Ne
quantum oscillations. This is shown in Fig. 9 for two diffe
ent cases, thea, and c axes. Indeed, Zil’berman’s model58

~also see Ref. 59, predicted a phase difference ofp between
the MTEP and Nernst oscillations. We show this more
plicitly for Sxx

c and Syx
c at T50.7 K in Fig. 10 , with the

angle (u) defined as the ratio of the electric fields due
transverse and longitudinal thermopower @u
5arctan(Syx/Sxx)5arctan(Ey /Ex)#. The phase difference isp,
which supports Zil’berman’s model.56

Zil’berman’s model also predicted similar field and tem
perature dependences of the oscillation amplitude with
of the Lifschitz-Kosevich~LK ! formula for de Haas–van Al-
phen oscillations. The amplitude of thermopower oscillat
increases whenBA,B,Bk , but it is almost field indepen
20511
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dent aboveBk . We note that in this range of temperature, t
quantum oscillation amplitude is complicated due to t
anomalous high field state, where the dHvA and SdH os
lations behave in a significantly different manner, and a co
parison based on standard LK theory is not applicable
more systematic study of the MTEP and Nernst effects ab
Bk vs temperature, and also vs field orientation, will be n
essary to provide a complete picture.

4. Thermopower above the kink field Bk

One final important question is the nature of the th
mopower in the high-field state. This is in light of the spec

FIG. 9. Transverse and longitudinal magnetothermopower os
lation as a function of inverse magnetic field in the high-field reg
for ~a! Sa and ~b! Sc. The background magnetothermopower w
subtracted and the amplitude ofSxx

c was divided by 5.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the phases of oscillations betweenSxx
c

andSyx
c at T50.7 K, and a plot of arctan (Sxx

c /Syx
c ) as a function of

the magnetic field.
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lations mentioned previously concerning a critical state~pos-
sibly superconducting! behavior associated with a CDW
ground state10,11 above the kink fieldBk . Based on the
simple notion that the thermopower should vanish in a
perconducting state, we consider the behavior of the MT
above the kink fieldBk . Referring to the background MTE
data shown in Figs. 4 and 6, we note that the thermopo
signal in the range betweenBk and 30 T decreases wit
decreasing temperature for all three crystallographic di
tions. This is accompanied by a reduced amplitude of
quantum oscillations~see Fig. 3! aboveBk . However, the
thermopower remains finite. This is in contrast to the beh
ior for a superconducting ground state, whereS should
strictly be zero. Nevertheless, it is clear that some mec
nism is driving the thermopower to lower values in the hig
field state. This decrease of thermopower seems to be
sistent with previous findings aboveBk ,10,11 where evidence
of enhanced conductivity in the magnetization and susce
bility is observed.

V. CONCLUSION

We have applied the method of magnetothermopo
to investigate the low-temperature, magnetic-fie
t

a

G

m

k,

y

M

a

20511
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dependent phase of the anisotropic organic condu
a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4. Our results show that th
sensitivity of thermopower to anisotropic Fermi-surfa
topologies may be extended to the study of systems w
temperature and magnetic field alter these topologies.
most significant results of the present investigation incl
the determination of the low temperature phase diag
of a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4, based purely on ther
mopower measurements, the study of the onset of mag
breakdown effects via the magnetothermopower, and
measurement of quantum oscillations in the magnetother
power and Nernst effect, which are in accord with theoret
expectations.
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